Keep up with Tiki code changes!
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With a code commit (change) every two hours \(^1\) it can be difficult to keep up with all the new features, fixes, and changes in Tiki. It is important to stay "in the loop" of these changes, whether you are an "early adopter" getting updates directly from the SVN repository or simply a member of the Tiki Community interested in seeing what’s coming in future releases.

Now, in addition to the commit mailing list, we’ve created a Twitter stream that contains this information. You can follow all the code updates at @tiki_code.

Be sure to follow the other Tiki Twitter accounts too!

- @TikiWiki — The official Tiki Twitter account
- @tiki_search — Automated Twitter search of all things Tiki-related.
- Tikifest — Channel to follow Tiki meetings (known as Tikifests)
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